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1. INTRODUCTION 
The extrapolation method suggested by MacQueen [8] is of great impor- 
tance in order to obtain convergent upper and lower bounds for the value 
function of a stationary infinite stage dynamic program. 
In this paper we consider a stationary infinite stage dynamic program DM 
with a Cartesian product S’ = S x T as state space. Let V denote the value 
function of DM. Knowing u(s, t), we suggest an extrapolation method by 
u(s, t) + w-(t) < V(s, t) < u(s, t) + w’(t) for suitable w*(t). The special 
structure of the state space allows us to embed a broad class of decision 
models into DA4 and to tighten the bounds of MacQueen in a natural way, 
so, e.g., in finite stage dynamic programming or Bayesian dynamic 
programming. Also for the stationary infinite stage dynamic program we 
suggest an improvement by use of T as a partition of S. 
In Section 2 we define the decision model, in Section 3 we derive the 
extrapolation method in a general setting, and in Section 4 we apply the 
results to the special situations mentioned above. 
2. THE DECISION MODEL 
We consider the following structured stationary infinite stage dynamic 
program DM(S’, A, D, q, /I, r) with space S’ = S x T, action space A, set 
D(d) c A of all admissible actions in state s’ E S’, transition law q(s’, a, -), 
assumed to be a probability measure on S’ for all (s’, a) E K := 
{(s’, a) E S’ x A 1 a E D(d)}, discount factor /I, p: K x S’ + [0, co), and 
reward function I: K x S’ + IF? := (-co, +a). 
For period n E iN := { 1,2 ,... ), given history (s; , a, ,..., sL+ ,), we assume 
that there is a discounted reward 
r,wl, a1 9***, s:, + 1 ):=P(~;,~,,S;)~~~P(S~-1,u”-1,sl,)r(S:,,u,,s’,+,). 
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Denote with F c xSIESt D(s’) the set of all decision rules. Each fE F is 
thought of as a stationary policy specifying action f(s’) to be taken in state 
s’ E As. 
Being interested in the total-reward criterion, let Vxs’) denote the expected 
total discounted reward starting in state s’ E S’ and using decision rule 
fe F. Let I+‘) denote the maximal expected total discounted reward 
starting in s’ E S’. A decision rule fE F is called optimal if V,(s’) = V(s’), 
s’ E S’. 
All objects are assumed to be well defined (see, e.g., Hinderer [4] and 
Schll [ 111 for details). Moreover, throughout the paper, we shall drop all 
measurability assumptions. Finally, using the special structure of 
s’ = (s, t) E S’, we shall often drop the brackets, e.g., we shall write 
T(S, f, a, S; 0 in place of ~((s, t), a, ($ t’)). 
In the next section we shall construct bounds for V by the so-called 
extended MacQueen extrapolation. 
3. THE EXTENDED MACQUEEN EXTRAPOLATION 
For any set 2 let IR’ := {v: I -+ R}. A map L: R’ --, IR’ is called monotone, 
if Lu < Lu’ whenever v <v’ (where u < U’ means that u(i) <v’(i) for all 
i E I). Define Lou := v, L”v := L(L”-‘u), n E N, u E I?‘. 
For all s’ E S’, a E D(s’), u E IRS’, fE F, such that the following 
expressions are well defined we set 
h(s’,a,v):= q(s’,u,diyr(s’,a,~)+~(s’,u,P)u(s7)], 
I (3.1) 
U,u(s’) := h(s’,f(s’), ?I), (3.2) 
Uv(s’) := sup UrU(S’). (3.3) 
.fCF 
Note that U,, jX F and U are monotone. 
Let nonempty sets B(S’) c IRS’ and B(T) c lRT exist such that for all 
u E B(S’) and all w E B(T) it holds that v @ w E B(S’) 
u @ w(s, t) := u(s, t) + w(t), (s, t) E S’, 
such that U: B(S’) + B(S), and such that 
uv~L-w~u(v@w)~uv@L+w (3.4) 
for suitable monotone operators L + , L - : B( 7’) -+ B(T). The so-called 
separation property (3.4) will be the key tool of the following analysis. 
Moreover, we shall need some convergence assumptions. 
Assume B,(P) c (v E B(Y) I iim, .n U”P = VI to be nonempty. Fix 
vtl E B,(S’). For n E N define 
1:, := Ul I) / . 
d,+(f) := sup (v,+1(s, t) - U”(S, t),, (‘ F s 
d,(f) := $f iU,+ ,(s, t) - v,(s, t)}, 
in order to state: 
(Cl). There are w; , IV,” E B(T), w; < w,’ such that 
(i) w,‘(t)>dn+(t)+L+W,+(t), 
(ii) w;(t) < d;(t) + L-w;(t), 
(iii) lim (L+)mw,+ s 0, lim (L-)” wx = 0, 
m-t03 m-m 
(iv) lim (L. +), w; E 0, lim (~7)~ w; z 0, n E N, := N u (0). m-+a, m-rr13 
(C2). For w;, w,’ , defined by (Cl), it holds that 
L-w, <w- ntl, w;+, <L+w+ ” 3 nEN,. 
We are now in a position to show 
THEOREM 3.1. For any uO E B,(S’) let v,, d,i , w,’ as defined above. 
(i) Assume (Cl). Then for all n E N, 
u,ow, Gun+, ~L-w,,<v~vv,+,~L+w,t,<v,~w~. 
(ii) Assume (C2). Then for all n E N 
v,@L-w,-,<v,+,@L-w,) v,+,oL+w,i <v,@Lfw,-,. 
(iii) Assume (Cl), (C2). Then 
lim v, @ w;- = lim 0, @ w,’ = V. 
n-m nL+x 
(iv) For any fE F, w E B(T) let 
b,J*) := s,lll { U(v, 0 w,)(s, *) - UAV” 0 w,)(s, *)} E B(T). (3.5) 
LfW(.) := supscs j. q(s, .,f(s, ->,d(s; i’NP(s> .>f(s, -1, s; t’> wC$ (3.6) 
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Then, if (Cl)(ii) is fulfilled, and 
it holds that 
v(s, t) > ws, t) > u, @ w, (s, t) - B,&). 
Proof: (i) Fix n E [N,. Let u E i?,(S’). By monotonicity of U, u < WV 
implies u < Uv < V. We therefore have to show that u, @ w; E B,(F) and 
that v, @ w; < U(v,, @ IV;). Note that v, @ w; E B(S’). Applying (3.4) to 
V,O W,-, we obtain by induction 
u ,+,O(L-)m~~~~Um(~nOW~)ivn+mO(L+)m~n, m E RJ,, 
since U is monotone. Together with vO E B,(F) and (Cl)(iv) it follows that 
v, @ w; E BJS’). Further, by (3.4) and (Cl)(ii), 
ucu, 0 w,)(s, t) - (v, 0 w,M, t> 
> Uv,(s, t) + L-w,(t) - v,(s, t) - w,(t) 
>d,(t)+L-w,(t)-w,(t)>O, 
(3.7) 
which completes the proof of v, @ w; < v,+ , @ L-w; < V. The inequalities 
v< urzt 1 @ L ’ w,’ < v, @ w,’ may be shown analogously. 
The left-hand inequality of (ii) is a consequence of (C2) and 
O<w,(t)-L-w,,(t),<d,-(t)+L-w,(t)-L-w;-,(t) 
<v”+I(S,t)-vV,(S, t)+L-w,(t)-L-w,,(t) 
=U n+lOL-Wn(S,t)-vnOL-w,I(s,t); 
the right-hand one follows analogously. 
(iii) By (C2) and the monotonicity of L -, L + it follows that 
(L-)mW,~wW,+,gw~+,,<(L+)mWn+, m E IN. 
Together with (C l)(iii), (iv) we infer limm+a, w;+, = lim,_, wTt,,, z Cl, 
which completes the proof of (iii), since v,, E B,(S). 
(iv) Fix n E N,. Because of (3.5) and (3.7) 
U-v” 0 w,)(s, t> + b,,f(t) 2 U(v, 0 w,)(s, t) 2 v, 0 w;ts, t) 
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it holds that 
C’Xun @ w,)(s, t) 2 z’, 0 w,(s, t) -- b,,*,,(t). 
We therefore may assume that 
holds for some m E N. Then 
m--1 
- 2 Lib,,, (s,t) 
i-0 
2 U’u, 0 w,)(s, t) - c L;b,,Jt) 
i-1 
from which (iv) follows. a 
Remark. Theorem 3.1 works in the more general framework of Denardo 
[2], too. In order to verify (i) to (iii), we only have to define an arbitrary 
local income function h(s’, a, u) instead of (3.1) and to suppose that U,, 
fE F are monotone. To verify {iv) we have to redefine L, by su@&ng a 
separation property similar to (3.4). 
In the next section we shall demonstrate the applicability of the given 
extrapolation method as well as the necessity of an improvement of the 
MacQueen extrapolation in case of “structured problems.” 
4. SOME SUPPLICATIONS 
First we shall verify the well-known bounds of MaeQueen IS] and Forteus 
[9] as special situations of Theorem 3.1. 
&AMPLE 4.1. Consider a stationary infmite stage dynamic m%&%rn 
LPif($, K, 8; q, jl, ?) with st* space le, a&cm space 2, gtlt iT(s)cX of 
admissible actions in state s E $, transition law {, diac@t@ factor-p E (0, l), 
and bounded reward function r’ (cp., e.g., Hinderer [4] and Schiil \ Ii ] for 
details). 
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Note that 
@> = suPasd(s) {4s, a) +BJ@, a, ds’) @‘>} 
=: W(s), s E 3, 
holds for the maximal expected total discount reward I? 
By letting T = {to} consist of one element only, L%4 may be reduced to 
DM by choice of S := 3, A = 2, D(s, to) := a(s), 
q(s,t,,a, {*} x (l()}):=$(s,a, {.)>, P(->:=p, +,&),a, .):=4s,a>. 
Let fiO E RS be bounded. Define U;, := &n-1) n E N, uO(., t,) := 6,,, 
L-w(t,) := Lt w(t,) := &v(tJ for all I E: R. Then 
fulfill (Cl) and (C2). Hence, by Theorem 3.1(i) 
Us) + w;(b) 4 zf# + 1(s) + iw (4J G @> 
@s> G v;l+ 1 @) + Pw,’ @o) ,< u-,(s) + 4 (kl). (4.1) 
The outer bounds coincide with the well-known bounds suggested by 
MacQueen 181, the inner ones coincide with the ones suggested by Porteus 
[91. 1 
Often one is interested in bounds for I’ for some s E S only. In such a 
situation the bounds (4.1) may “locally” be improved, e.g., by the following 
method. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Consider the stationary infinite stage dynamic program 
L%4 introduced in Example 4.1. Assume F to be nonnegative (which may be 
supposed without loss of generality). 
Let T := (l,..., N} be a finite set. Define a finite (disjoint) partition S, 
t E T of S := 3. Further, set A := 2, D(s, -) := b(s), p(a) :=/% 
q(s, ., U, C x {t’}) := i(~, U, C n s,,). 
We shall give two reductions of 0% to DM, the first one, denoted by 
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D&f’, in order to obtain upper bounds for r’. and the second one. denoted bl 
DM--, in order to obtain lower bounds for I? It will be realized by chooJIng 
r different. Thus, let T(S, f, a, e ) :=- F((s, a) + aR 1 s,,Y,(~), where R :- t 1 ~-- /‘j 1~ ’ 
sup,,,(?((s, a)}, and where a = --- 1 ia = 21 in case of DM’ jDM j. 
Let 0 < C,,(s) < R such that Go < DC, (otherwise replace r’,, by i;,(’ 1 + 
(1 - p’>- ’ inf,{ oGO(s) - C,,(s)}). Then, by choosing pn(., t) := z’,,, it follows 
that 
D&Z+: d,+(t) = sup {UC)&, t) -- c&, t)\ = sup {0&,(s) -- t;“(s)/, 7 E s ,FS. 
DM-: d,(t) = inf {uv,(s, f) - u&, t)} = ,i$ {O~o(s) --~ I&(S)/. 
Define 
It is easy to verify that 
~w(t) := p c min 1 - x’ Q(t.j), Q(t, i) w(i) 
i=l ! ,z ! 
fulfills separation property U(zJ @ W+) < uu @ Lwi lUv@Lw < 
U(v @ w-)] in the model DMf [DM-] for all W+ E B+(T) := 
(w+ E lF?T~O~w+(N)~ ***<nql)<R} [w-EB-(q:={w-ERr~O~ 
w-(1) < .*a < w-(N)<R}]. Hence, by Theorem 3.1(i), for all w+ EB+(T), 
w- E B-(T) with 
w+(t)>d+(t)+Lw+(t). 
w-(t) <d-(t) + Lw-(t), 
it holds that 
&(s) + w-(t) Q Oql(s> + Lw-ft) < P(s) < Out,(s) + Lw+(t) < v’,(s) $ w’(t), 
(4.2) 
for all s E S,, t E T. By choosing 
the boumis (4.2) reduce t9 (4.1). 1 
In the next example we shaall~ consider the reduction- of .an instationary 
finite horizon dynamic program to a stationary one with infinite horizon. 
There the extrapolation wiI1 be time dependent. 
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EXAMPLE 4.3. Consider an instationary N-stage (NE PJ) dynamic 
program D%,(3, 2, d, G,,, ?,,, F”,p,,) with 3, 2, B as in Example 4.1, 
bounded terminal reward function PO, and for 1 < n < N transition law cn’,, 
discount factor B,, > 0, bounded reward function r(cp., e.g., Hinderer [5] for 
details). 
Note that 
P”n(S) = sys, F”(SY a) + q 4”(h a9 w LWI 
= on Fn-,(s>, l<n&N, 
holds for the maximal expected n-stage reward pa. 
We are interested in the approximation of DM, by an &stage, A,< N 
dynamic program D%G(,!?, 2, d, tn, la,,, F”,, p,,) differing in the horizon and 
the terminal reward function. 
Let T := {O,..., NJ, S := 3, A := 2, D(s, t) := d(s), t > 0, & := 0, 4’0 := 4,) 
fit*, t, *I :=A, qts, t, a, c x it’}) = &t(s, 6 c> l{max(o,l-,),(t’), ~o(s, a> := 
q(s), r(s, t, a, .) := T;(s, a). 
It is easy to verify that 
L *w(o) := 0, L*‘(t) :=/7,w(t - l), t > 0, 
fulfill separation property (3.4). Let u,(s, t) := Pt(s), t < N, u,(s, t) := V&s), 
ii’<t<N. Then 
&its, t) = cj(s), t = 0, 
= t’,(s), I<&& 
= q q+(s), ht<N. 
Hence 
fulfill (Cl). Now, by Theorem 3.1(i) 
w, WI Q ~r,ds) - f&> < ~0’ (N), s E s. (4.3) 
The bounds (4.3) are comparable with Theorem 3.1(a) of Hinderer [6], who 
gives a stationary version for the more general situation of a local income 
function. I 
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Being interested in time-dependent extrapolations for a finite horizon semi- 
Markov decision model in the sense of Jewel1 [ 71, a similiar reduction works 
(cp. Schellhaas [ 131, Waldmann 1171 for details). 
Finally, we shall give an application to Bayesian dynamic programming. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Consider a system with state space S, action space A, set 
80) cA of admissible actions in state s E S. At stage n + I, n E :K state 
s,+ , E S is assumed to be partially determined by the outcome s, E X of an 
i.i.d. random variable X, not controllable by the decision maker. Let X, 
have a distribution <-I depending on an unknown parameter i E ,I. In 
particular, given s, E S, a, E d(s,), x, E X, let &s,, a,, x,, C) be the tran- 
sition probability of being in C c S at stage n + 1. Further, let BE (0, 1) 
denote the discount factor and fl(s, a) be the reward function assumed to be 
bounded. 
Examples of such a model arise in inventory control, where X, is the 
demand of the product in period n (cp. Waldmann 1161 and the literature 
cited there) or in adaptive stochastic control problems in the sense of Aoki 
(11, where X, is a disturbance. 
Discussing the situation of uncertainty from the Bayesian point of view 
(cp. Rieder [lo] and Van Hee [3] for details), the optimality equation of the 
reduced decision model under risk DM is 
where T denotes the set of all probability measures on A. Each 1 E. T may be 
thought of as decision makers information about the unknown parameter 
,l E /i. Having observed x E X, the Bayesian formula transforms the a priori 
information t E T about k into the a posteriori information Y,(f) E T. 
Being interested in the “best” bounds for V (i.e., the ones for which 
equality holds in (Cl) we have to solve 
w%> =c ([I + P 1‘ w,J [ q’,(dx) w;(yxu)). (4‘4) .I 
Since T is not finite, a discretization of T has been given in Waldmann 
114-161 in order to approximate (4.4) by the solution of a finite linear 
system. In the numerical example presented in Waldmann [ 15 1, 18 steps of 
value-iteration (i.e., v 1 to u,~) have been needed to obtain the discreticized 
version of V exactly by Theorem 3.1(i). On the other hand, 76 steps of value 
iteration have been needed to obtain the discreticized version of V exactIy by 
the MacQueen extrapolation. 
These numerical results are not surprising as we shall try to motivate now. 
For convenience, let II = (A,, 1, i consist of two elements. Denote by f; the 
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probability measure concentrated in 1,. Assume that value-iteration (i.e., 
V, = VU,-,) behaves as a matrix-iteration with respect to a decision rule 
f E F for n, sufficiently large and all n > n,. Then the underlying matrix is 
reducible and contains at least two different irreducible submatrices. Let the 
submatrices with state space S x {t!}, i = 1, 2, be irreducible. Then, for 
suitable constants c,, c,, / I’(., ti) - u,~+,,J., tJ is nearly p”c, for all m E N 
(cp. Schellhaas [ 121). In general c, # c,. Therefore the differences of upper 
and lower bounds of the MacQueen extrapolation are nearly not less than 
pm Ic, - c, /, which means that the convergence of the MacQueen 
extrapolation is very slow in the interesting case of B near 1. 1 
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